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Abstract One aspect of tissue engineering represents modelling of the extracel-
lular matrix of connective tissue as the fiber network arrangement of the matrix
determines its tensile strength. In order to define the correct position of the e.g.
collagen in a structure, an optimized tertiary structure must be characterized.
Existing approaches of protein models consider random packing of rigid spheres.
We propose an alternative strategy to model protein structure by focusing on the
folding. Our model considers (a) segments of amino-acid peptides or beads,
(b) hydrogen bond distances, and (c) the distance geometry as functional compo-
nents rather than minimizing distances between the centers of atoms. We reduced
the molecular volume by using concepts from low dimensional topology, such as
braids and surfaces, via differential geometry. A braid group maintains the conti-
nuity of a sequence while the spatial minimization is performed, and guarantees the
continuity during the process. We have applied this approach to different examples
of known protein sequences using ab initio protocols of ProteoRubix SystemsTM.
Sequence files of three different proteins types were tested and modeled by Pro-
teoRubixTM and compared to models derived by other methods. ProteoRubixTM
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created near-identical models with minimal computational load. This model can be
expanded to large, multi-molecular network structures.

1 Introduction

Tissue Engineering is an interdisciplinary field in the cross-section of biology,
medicine, chemistry, physics, material sciences, engineering sciences and infor-
matics. One aspect of tissue engineering represents modelling of extracellular
matrix of connective tissue. The mechanical properties of the extracellular matrix
are defined by its structure and composition. Collagen, for example, is the most
abundant extracellular matrix protein in connective tissue, and is composed of
three polypeptide strands each with 1,000 amino acids that are assembled to form a
fibril [31]. The fiber network arrangement of the collagen matrix determines its
tensile strength. In order to define the correct position of the collagen in a struc-
ture, an optimized tertiary structure must be characterized.

With the purpose of modelling a protein such as collagen, energy calculations
must consider six degrees of freedom for each single atom. The calculations
include hydrogen bonding and van der Walls forces, and moreover, because the
interactions of the amino acids are both hydrophobic and hydrophilic forces in an
aqueous environment, these calculations must also be considered in time [27]. The
time for protein folding takes place in milliseconds to minutes [68]. In the case of
collagen or other large proteins, there are assistance proteins, the so-called
chaperones such as P52, which support protein folding and tertiary structure by
holding initial amino acids for assembly of the total protein [61].

Protein modelling is considered to be a nondeterministic polynomial (NP) time
problem that is regarded as inherently difficult if its solution requires significant
resources, regardless of the algorithm that is used to solve the problem [45]. In
order to solve a NP problem, we need to consider a program that makes 2n

operations before halting, since exponential-time algorithms might be unusable
from the practical point of view. Collagen is an exceptionally large protein, but
even for a small number of molecules (e.g. n = 100) and 1012 computer operations
per second, a program would run for about 4 9 1010 years to solve a problem
([70] and Appendix 1) and therein lies the challenge for protein modelling.

Protein modelling is generally based on the fact that a structure is striving for
the lowest state of energy based on the Lennard-Jones potential that defines energy
as a function of the distances of the minimizations. Protein modelling uses free
Gibbs energy to obtain the lowest state of energy. Currently, there are eight major
methods used to denote protein conformation spaces or lowest state of energy:

1.1 Molecular Dynamics in which every coordinate position of the atoms con-
tained within the amino acids in the sequence is taken into consideration. This
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method calculates the gradient or steep-out slope to obtain an energy mini-
mum [69, 75].

1.2 The Monte Carlo method uses computational algorithms that rely on repeated
random sampling techniques to find a global minimum. The Monte Carlo
method takes a sample of the averages on the confirmation path; however, it is
possible for the path to enter into local minima that are difficult to differentiate
[13, 89].

1.3 Smith’s Microfibril model calculates the conformation energy by finding the
difference between the random state and the final conformation. The differ-
ence between the two is the objective function [17, 43, 67].

1.4 Probabilistic techniques based on Bayesian inference have been developed by
Garnier et al. [30] as information theory. The method takes into account the
probability of each amino acid having a particular secondary structure, and
also considers the assumptions and probabilities of each structure contributing
to that of its neighbours. The method is roughly 65 % accurate and is dra-
matically more successful in predicting alpha helices than beta sheets, which it
frequently erroneously predicted as loops or disorganized regions [52].

1.5 Neural Networks use training sets of solved structures to identify common
sequence motifs associated with particular arrangements of secondary struc-
tures. These methods are over 70 % accurate in their predictions, although
beta strands are still often under-predicted due to the lack of three-dimensional
structural information that would allow assessment of hydrogen bonding
patterns that can promote formation of the extended conformation required for
the presence of a complete beta sheet [52].

1.6 Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a method which analyzes data and rec-
ognizes patterns that are used for classification. SVM takes a set of input data
and predicts, for each given input, which of two possible classes forms the
input. SVM has proven particularly useful for predicting the locations of turns,
which are difficult to identify with statistical methods data [60]. The SVM
requirement for relatively small training sets has also been cited as an
advantage to avoid over-fitting to existing structures. The major limitation for
machine learning techniques is the attempt to predict more fine-grained local
properties of proteins, such as multiple back bone dihedral angle in unassigned
regions [87].

1.7 Genetic Algorithm (GA) is population of strings, which encode candidate
solutions to optimize a problem to evolve a better solution. The fundamental
Genetic Algorithm problems approach, due protein modelling interactions, are
elaborate, hence Genetic Algorithm evaluations for complex problems are
often the most prohibitive. Genetic Algorithms do not scale well with com-
plexity, meaning that with increasing numbers of elements there is an expo-
nential increase in the search space size. In general, the Genetic Algorithm has
a tendency to optimize to local minima, and therefore becomes globally
limited [79].

1.8 Ab initio models have been used exclusively to model binding sites of metals
to proteins [80] or use statistical methods to find a secondary structures
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[10, 35, 71]. Ab initio (from the beginning) refers to the beginning of an amino
acid sequence.

There are several major limitations with all of these models. In general, all of
the model simulations are restricted by computational time and cost. To minimize
a structure, there is a need to consider every change of position in the configuration
of a peptide or protein. In the case of establishing global minima, all possible
energies need to be tested which can become an exponentially large problem
[13, 36, 74, 81]. Further, existing models do not consider the dynamic behavior of
proteins in an aqueous environment since they cannot consider water molecules
[28, 38, 57, 76] primarily due to computer limitations [7, 12]. Secondary structure
formation also depends on several other factors [90] including for example
accessibility of residues to a solvent [47], the protein structural class [22], and even
the organism from which the proteins are obtained [49]. These factors can further
confound modelling paradigms.

While X-ray crystallography is used to validate a protein structure, it only
shows an aspect of a structure in that it does not map the real aqueous environment
of the protein that affects protein interactions and structure. In addition, X-ray
crystallography does not describe the actual interactions that occur during the
folding process which is a further limitation [82]. In contrast, nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) can be used to show structure in real time in an aqueous
environment, but so far this method is limited to 70 amino acids [63].

Based on the limitations of existing protein modelling techniques, other
approaches need to be considered; for example, if the volume and area of the
protein can be optimized, this optimization can be used to calculate primary but
also tertiary structures. The method presented uses the optimal volumes to bring a
structure closest to the lowest energy state.

2 Model

The polypeptide chain of a protein can be represented by a low-dimensional
topology structure called a braid group [1, 2, 8]. It is defined as the union of arc
lengths forming a string, or braid that can readily model the fundamental prop-
erties of the peptide backbone [48, 53]. Rather than considering a peptide as a
linear sequence of amino acid residues, the peptide bonds of the protein chain form
the arc lengths of our braid. A peptide chain thus consists of a series of rigid arc
lengths carrying various substitute groups. Each arc length runs from the oxygen to
carbon of the amide bond to, but not including the next peptide carbonyl carbon [9].
Folding the polypeptide chain into different conformations simply results in
changing the relative orientation of these arc lengths. Although this grouping does
not follow the biosynthetic pattern, it limits orientation changes to movements
about the rotating C–CO bond given by U and H as shown in Fig. 1. Next, the
volume of the chain can be minimized [57]. The volume, given by a protein, can be
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thought of as a backbone with additional groups attached to it. The C–N backbone
is not straight because the bonds are not collinear. For example, carbon forms single
bonds that are spaced equally apart from each other form a tetrahedron angle
(109.5�) [83] rather than straight chains in the case of the residues.

With the distances between the C–N backbone being non-collinear, the angles
between directional vectors are not parallel. From this, the groups are replaced
with an outline of the atoms centered on the backbone so that we have strings of
beads (though the bead shape is not round [21]). The lacing of the beads is the
backbone of the protein is shown in Fig. 2a. Each of the amino acids has bonds
that can rotate. In most cases there are two bonds that rotate. The R groups (amino
acid side chains) can take one of several states. In the case of proline there is only
one free rotating bond (to the H) [28], this is handled by an error function that adds
a large penalty to the optimization function such that the bond will stay at the
optimal angle (Fig. 2b). Generally, all bonds are considered to be of fixed length
and only rotation is allowed. The angles are the parameter. The volume and
surfaces are the results. The simplex method requires only functions given by the
objective function [41, 55]. The bond lengths never change, the only change
occurs in the two angles per residue in our configuration search [85].

The rotation of non-collinear bonds allows the molecule to twist, similar to a
Rubik’s cube puzzle toy where a set of angles are joined by rotating joints. This
rotation allows the protein to take a shape [56]. The molecule can be twisted to
nearly any shape, but the proper shape is achieved by optimization of an objective
function. The objective function mirrors an energy function.

The method used for the geometrical model is trilateration, which is a type of
measurement that determines a point by using the geometry of spheres, circles, or
triangles. Unlike triangulation, which uses the measurement of angles to determine

Fig. 1 Rotations around
peptide groups. Two planar
peptide groups are shown in
this illustration. The only
reasonably free movements
are rotations around the
Ca–ON bond (measured as U)
and the Ca–OC bond
(measured as H).
By convention, U is 180�
and H is 90� in the
conformation shown and
increase, as indicated, in the
clockwise direction when
viewed from Ca
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location, trilateration uses measures of distance. In two-dimensional geometry,
the radii of circles can sometimes be used to find the location of a point. Hence, the
surface is calculated from the intersection of the surfaces (atomic radii) of the

atoms in the residue [64]. For one single sphere the volume is V ¼ 4=3pr3 and
surface is S ¼ 4pr2. For two spheres the volume is V ¼ V1 � V2 � VL and the
surface is S ¼ S1 þ S2 � SL (V1;V2 are volume one and volume two; S1; S2 are
surface one and surface two; VL; SL are overlapping).

The model requires enough volume for the distances and surfaces. The surfaces
are determined by allowing the 3 overlapping and intersecting spheres of centers
O1, O2 and O3 to form a new object with defined volume. Its net area will be given
by:

A ¼ 1
2

AO1 þ AO2 þ AO3ð Þ
� �

� Internal Area

where the internal area is given by (Fig. 3):

Fig. 2 a Beads are created by lacing the amino acid along the N–O backbone to construct an
initial stage of the protein model. b Illustration of the optimized orientation given by the arrows
of the minimization along the N–O backbone
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Fig. 3 Creating the surface for the bead building. The three overlapping/intersecting spheres
with centers O1, O2 and O3 form a new object and the net area is given by A ¼

1
2 AO1 þ AO2 þ AO3ð Þ
� �

� Internal Area
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Area123 ¼
ZK

L

Area S1ð ÞdS1 þ
ZM

K

Area S1ð ÞdS1 þ
ZL

M

Area S1ð ÞdS1 and 0\K\M

We obtain the minimal free energy by minimizing the volume which we have
accounted for by the surface areas as calculated above. Note that more than three
overlapping spheres are improbable for atoms in molecules [20]. The objective
function for the minimization is given by:

Objective ¼ volume(volumeweighing)

�
X

surfacearea12 U;Hð Þhydrophobicity1hydrophobicity2

The volume weights are proportional to the amount of energy needed to move
the R from cyclohexane to water (0 is neutral, -1 is hydrophilic and 1 is
hydrophobic), using the surface of the whole amino acid, rather than just the R
group [65]. Each residue has a surface area with a known hydrophobicity [12]. The
summation is over each set of residues that are touching (i.e. adjacent to each
other). The surface area is the common surface area between the residues. This
term will tend towards having hydrophobic residues together and hydrophilic ones
together, but will avoid having hydrophilic next to hydrophobic residues.

There is also a volume term that minimizes the size of the molecule [11, 58].
This volume is given as the volume enclosed by the surface wetted by a solvent
molecule with a *1.4 Å radius. The model is based on changing the distance and
the angles and are adjusted to the distances. If we do not know the structure, we
can calculate in parallel the a-coil and b-sheet simultaneously forming the braid
used to obtain a globular or complex structure.

2.1 Constraints in the Standard Braid Theory

Prohibiting the braids from incidental intersection with themselves or with other
braids is properly observed (rule of ‘‘no intersection’’) in this application to keep
the modeled peptide chains from overlapping each other (Appendix 2). The simple
arc length model has been expanded to address the finite volume occupied by each
amino acid residue [48]. While keeping the length and direction of the arc lengths
constant, each segment is expanded into a bead enveloping the remainder of its
amino acid residues. Each bead interacts with at most two other beads, and the
intersection of any two sequential beads is a single point [39]. A braid now
represents the peptide chain, which is a collection of beads (Appendix 3). Various
peptide conformations can now be treated as changes in the relative orientation
between pairs of beads. For large, single-chain proteins this is a significantly
simplified approach to molecular modelling (Appendix 4; Appendix 5). The power
of this approach is seen when considering protein structures composed of multiple
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peptides, such as the collagen triple helix. The model presented in this section
includes the collagen fibril as a three stranded braid.

2.2 Orientation of Protein Structures

Collagen is a 310 helix which contains 3.6 residues per turn and has 10 atoms in the
ring which is formed by making the hydrogen bond three residues up the chain [32].
The distance is determined by H bonds that lie parallel to the helix, and the carbonyl
groups pointing along the axis in the opposite direction [66]. The opposite direction
of nitrogen and the carbonyl will set the preference distance and define the a-helix.
Since the direction is measured from the carbonyl, the distance between each turn is
3.6 residues [3, 26, 77, 86].

A protein b-sheet orientation is symmetric. The b-sheet is measured from the
nitrogen terminal to the carbonyl terminal. The residue, carbonyl, and nitrogen are
on the same side [5]. The inter-strand symmetric amide proton is the donor of the
hydrogen bond to the carbonyl. For an anti-parallel orientation the exchange is
perpendicular. This is not the case for a parallel orientation. The distance between
residues is *0.347 nm for anti-parallel and *0.325 nm for parallel pleated sheet.
Parallel b-sheets tend to be more regular than anti-parallel b-sheets [73]. The range
of angles U and H angles for the peptide bonds in parallel sheets is much smaller
than that for anti-parallel sheets [72]. Parallel sheets are typically large structures
and sheets that are composed of less than five strands are rare [24]. Anti-parallel
sheets however typically consist of only a few strands [50].

Parallel sheets characteristically distribute hydrophobic side chains on both
sides of the sheet, while anti-parallel sheets are usually arranged with all their
hydrophobic residues on one side of the sheet [57]. This required an alteration of
hydrophilic and hydrophobic residues in the primary structure of peptides involved
in anti-parallel b-sheets because alternate side chains project to the same side of
the sheet [37].

In general the N–H and the C=O (each with an individual dipole moment) need
to be in the same plane to create a large net dipole for the structure whether it is an
a, b or 310 structure [46].

3 Computer Program

A computer program was developed to implement area minimization [14, 41]. The
program accepts Protein Data Base (PDB) files or just amino acid sequences as
input.

Input Parameters The data from the PDB or the amino acid sequence
are randomized to simulate pre-coiling of the structure. The data are relaxed
[23, 42, 54] and flattened by randomly given the H and U bonds a twist [4]. All the
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atoms stay in relative position inside of a bead [44]. The energy minimization is
determined by the downhill simplex method, which is a heuristic search method and
which converges to a non-stationary point. The objective function technique is
implemented in multiple-space. The method uses a simplex which is a generalization
of a triangle or tetrahedron and can be used for line segments or triangles [55].

Output The output consists of a molecular coordinate system data file that is
exported to RasMol (Molecular Visualization, Freeware) molecular graphics
visualization tool for export to a GIF three-dimensional image. Five amino acid
sequences for five proteins, including collagen, were tested using the minimizer
and compared to their published three-dimensional structures for confirmation.
The deviation between the ProteoRubixTM model and the known model was
determined.

4 Results

We considered the following examples of available Protein Data Base (PDB) files
in three categories of proteins for the minimization process: 310 coil (i.e. collagen
consists of 3 coils and the coil turns every 10 amino acids); a-coil; and, globular
structure protein. The minimization program was used to create three-dimensional
structures of five proteins and was compared with data from the original protein
crystallized structures. A correlation was achieved for each of the proteins as
described below. For illustration purposes, dumps (i.e. the folding process export
as data files for visualization) were added between the stages such that twisted
regions unfold. The data from the original crystallized protein structures were
compared to the data obtained after minimization. Different structural protein
types were minimized by using the objective function and compared to known
structures using a sequencer alignment.

4.1 310 Coil Protein

For 1BBF glycoprotein, the source of the original reference structure was a the-
oretical model [56]. Figure 4a shows the matching superposition of the original file
given by the green strand and the minimized construct shown by the purple
backbone line along the green strand 1BBF-1. Figure 5 shows the sequence
alignment given by Clustal-W. The sequences of the three coils are superimposed
and differentiated by Coil (chain) A, Coil B and Coil C; note that the superposition
shows the alignment between the minimized file and the original file. Figure 6
shows the local and global root mean square difference (RMSD) of the a-carbon
and the back bone with distances in Angstroms in the structural alignment of the
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superposition of the known and the modeled protein. The heavy atoms (one with a
significantly higher atomic scattering factor than the others) are derivative struc-
ture factor amplitudes or changes along RMSD per molecule. The non-bonding
energies used in order to minimize modelling of inter-molecular interactions can
be integrated to the trilateration model [40].

Fig. 4 Correlation between
known protein structures and
the minimized files.
a Superposition of 1BBF
collagen protein shown by the
green is the known original
and the blue–green line is
minimized file showing
excellent fit between the two
models. b The frontal view of
the superimposed files of
original (pink) and the
minimized (purple) models
(with side chains) for 1AQ5
chicken cartilage matrix
protein. Near-identical
structural correlation was
seen. c Side view of the
superposition; of note are the
tips of the coils that show the
same alignment
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4.2 a-Coil Protein

1AQ5 is a coil–coil cartilage matrix protein of Gallus gallus (chicken). Based on
NMR [84], Fig. 4b and c show frontal and side superposition of the known original
file and the minimized file with excellent alignment. Figure 7 shows Clustal-W
superposition of sequence of the two files with complete alignment. The adjoining
coils are the sequence matched in the superposition and the others unmatched by
Clustal-W. Figure 8 shows the local and global RMSD of the a-carbon and the
back bone. The local minimization gives the RMSD per amino acid per carbon
bone and global minimization gives the RMSD of the sequence. The RMSD
compares atoms and the total number back bones of the PDBs. Figure 9 shows a
graph of RMSD per amino acid.

CLUSTAL W Multiple Sequence Alignment 

1BBF model chain A      -PPGPPGPPGPPG 

PDBB model chain A      -PPGPPGPPGPPG 

1BBF model chain C         PGPPGPPGPPGP—

PDBB model chain C         PGPPGPPGPPGP—

1BBF model chain B         --GPPGPPGPPGPP- 

PDBB model chain B         --GPPGPPGPPGPP-

Fig. 5 The Clustal-W
sequence alignment denoted
in colour show identical
matched regions of alignment
between the original known
1BBF collagen file and the
‘‘PDBB’’ minimized file

Fig. 6 Root Mean Square Difference (RMSD) resulting from the superposition of the 1BBF
collagen and the minimized model. The RMSD considers local and global solutions for the Ca,
the back bone and the heavy portion of the atoms (i.e. every atom in the molecule, with exception
of the hydrogen). The distances are in Angstroms
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4.3 Globular Proteins

1CQD, a globular protein, is a hydrolase from Zingiber officinale (ginger). Choi
et al. [19] studied the structure via X-ray diffraction. Figure 10a shows the
superposition of the original known file (green) with the minimized file (purple).
Figure 11 shows the Clustal-W superposition of the sequence of the two files with
1,294 total number of amino acids. The colors identify the individual chains and
the similar strands that are shown together. The superimposed structures of the
PDB and the minimize file match. Figure 12 shows the local and global RMSD of
the a-carbon and back bone. The local gives the RMSD per amino acid per carbon
bone and global gives the RMSD of the sequence. The RMSD compare atom and
the total number back bones of the PDBs. Figure 13 shows the graph of RMSD per
residue and number of residues.

CLUSTAL W multiple sequence alignment for 1AQ5

1AQ5_model_1_chain_A            
GSHMEEDPCECKSIVKFQTKVEELINTLQQKLEAVAKRIEALENKII
1AQ5_model_1_chain_C            
GSHMEEDPCECKSIVKFQTKVEELINTLQQKLEAVAKRIEALENKII
PDBB-AQ5_model_default_chain_A
GSHMEEDPCECKSIVKFQTKVEELINTLQQKLEAVAKRIEALENKII
PDBB-AQ5_model_default_chain_B
GSHMEEDPCECKSIVKFQTKVEELINTLQQKLEAVAKRIEALENKII
PDBB-AQ5_model_default_chain_C
GSHMEEDPCECKSIVKFQTKVEELINTLQQKLEAVAKRIEALENKII
1AQ5_model_1_chain_B            
GSHMEEDPCECKSIVKFQTKVEELINTLQQKLEAVAKRIEALENKII

Fig. 7 The Clustal-W for the alignment between the original sequence of 1AQ5 and the
minimized structure labeled as PDBB-1AQ5; colors identify each chain and matching of the files

Fig. 8 The RMSD calculations resulting from the superposition of the 1AQ5 and the minimized
model. The RMSD considers local and global solutions for the Ca, the back bone and the heavy
portion of the atoms (i.e. every atom in the molecule, with exception of the hydrogen). The
distances are in Angstroms
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1AQP, a blood clotting protein from Bos Taurus (cattle), has been modeled in
1997 via X-ray diffraction [6]. Figure 10b shows the superposition of the known
model and the minimized model. The grey color shows the superimposed model
matching the original file. Figure 10c shows ribbons to depict the protein and the
minor differences between the original file in yellow and the minimized file in
gray; the distances of the differences are at *9 Å. Figure 14 shows the local and
global RMSD of the a-carbon and Back Bone. The local gives the RMSD per
amino acid per carbon bone and the global gives the RMSD of the sequence of 124
residues.

To further validate our methods, we compared the predicted structures with the
respective PDB entries using the alignment program STRAP [29, 33, 34] freely
obtainable from http://3d-alignment.eu/. To compare two given 3D-structures of
proteins, STRAP uses the method of 3D-superposition. STRAP implements sev-
eral different back-ends for computation. Here TM-align [88] was used to perform
a rigid superposition. TM-align moves one of the two models in space until both
structures coincide as best as possible. There is a trade off between a low RMSD
and a high percentage of assigned C-alpha positions. The result is a translation
vector and rotation matrix. STRAP processes the result. It determines the RMSD
which is a measure for the dissimilarity of two structures, derives a (multiple)
sequence alignment and visualizes the result in Pymol [25].

Fig. 9 The RMSD per residue, with the spikes showing the difference between the original file
and the minimized file for 1AQ5
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The analysis was done using SuperPose software [51]. Minimizer output was in
the format of PDB. STRAP software was used for the PDB alignment and Clustal-W
software (Clustal-W: Multiple Alignment for DNA or Proteins, Freeware) [78] was

Fig. 10 Correlation between
known protein structures and
the minimized files. a The
superposition of known
(green) and minimized
(purple) models for 1CQD
globular protein from ginger
showing high match pattern
between the two structures.
b The superposition of the
known original model
(yellow) and the minimized
model (grey) for 1AQP blood
clotting protein from cattle,
illustrating the matched
regions and locations.
c Zoomed image of the
superposition at 9 Angstroms
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used for the sequence between the known structure and the minimized structure. The
STRAP software followed the structural trace through to the C-termini and takes the
C-termini of both files to compare. No regions were ignored or skipped (i.e., even
loops were carefully considered and aligned). The alignment was constructed with
the primary aim of maximizing the aligned positions between structures, provided
that there was a rational basis for the alignment. Excellent alignment was achieved.

5 Discussion

The implementation of the ab intio model as a geometry solution was considered
since other approaches for protein modelling were fraught with difficulty due
mainly to insufficient computation resources. The complexity of the protein

CLUSTAL W (1.83) multiple sequence alignment for 1CQD
PDBB_model_default_chain_A LPDSIDWRENGAVVPVKNQGGCGSCWAFSTVAAVEGINQIVTGDLISLSE
PDBB_model_default_chain_B LPDSIDWRENGAVVPVKNQGGCGSCWAFSTVAAVEGINQIVTGDLISLSE
PDBB_model_default_chain_C LPDSIDWRENGAVVPVKNQGGCGSCWAFSTVAAVEGINQIVTGDLISLSE
1CQD_model_default_chain_D LPDSIDWRENGAVVPVKNQGGCGSCWAFSTVAAVEGINQIVTGDLISLSE
PDBB_model_default_chain_D LPDSIDWRENGAVVPVKNQGGCGSCWAFSTVAAVEGINQIVTGDLISLSE
1CQD_model_default_chain_C LPDSIDWRENGAVVPVKNQGGCGSCWAFSTVAAVEGINQIVTGDLISLSE
1CQD_model_default_chain_B LPDSIDWRENGAVVPVKNQGGCGSCWAFSTVAAVEGINQIVTGDLISLSE
1CQD_model_default_chain_A LPDSIDWRENGAVVPVKNQGGCGSCWAFSTVAAVEGINQIVTGDLISLSE
*****************************************************************
PDBB_model_default_chain_A QQLVDCTTANHGCRGGWMNPAFQFIVNNGGINSEETYPYRGQDGICNSTV
PDBB_model_default_chain_B QQLVDCTTANHGCRGGWMNPAFQFIVNNGGINSEETYPYRGQDGICNSTV
PDBB_model_default_chain_C QQLVDCTTANHGCRGGWMNPAFQFIVNNGGINSEETYPYRGQDGICNSTV
1CQD_model_default_chain_D QQLVDCTTANHGCRGGWMNPAFQFIVNNGGINSEETYPYRGQDGICNSTV
PDBB_model_default_chain_D QQLVDCTTANHGCRGGWMNPAFQFIVNNGGINSEETYPYRGQDGICNSTV
1CQD_model_default_chain_C QQLVDCTTANHGCRGGWMNPAFQFIVNNGGINSEETYPYRGQDGICNSTV
1CQD_model_default_chain_B QQLVDCTTANHGCRGGWMNPAFQFIVNNGGINSEETYPYRGQDGICNSTV
1CQD_model_default_chain_A QQLVDCTTANHGCRGGWMNPAFQFIVNNGGINSEETYPYRGQDGICNSTV
******************************************************************
PDBB_model_default_chain_A NAPVVSIDSYENVPSHNEQSLQKAVANQPVSVTMDAAGRDFQLYRSGIFT
PDBB_model_default_chain_B NAPVVSIDSYENVPSHNEQSLQKAVANQPVSVTMDAAGRDFQLYRSGIFT
PDBB_model_default_chain_C NAPVVSIDSYENVPSHNEQSLQKAVANQPVSVTMDAAGRDFQLYRSGIFT
1CQD_model_default_chain_D NAPVVSIDSYENVPSHNEQSLQKAVANQPVSVTMDAAGRDFQLYRSGIFT
PDBB_model_default_chain_D NAPVVSIDSYENVPSHNEQSLQKAVANQPVSVTMDAAGRDFQLYRSGIFT
1CQD_model_default_chain_C NAPVVSIDSYENVPSHNEQSLQKAVANQPVSVTMDAAGRDFQLYRSGIFT

1CQD_model_default_chain_B NAPVVSIDSYENVPSHNEQSLQKAVANQPVSVTMDAAGRDFQLYRSGIFT
1CQD_model_default_chain_A NAPVVSIDSYENVPSHNEQSLQKAVANQPVSVTMDAAGRDFQLYRSGIFT
******************************************************************
PDBB_model_default_chain_A GSCNISANHALTVVGYGTENDKDFWIVKNSWGKNWGESGYIRAERNIENP
PDBB_model_default_chain_B GSCNISANHALTVVGYGTENDKDFWIVKNSWGKNWGESGYIRAERNIENP
PDBB_model_default_chain_C GSCNISANHALTVVGYGTENDKDFWIVKNSWGKNWGESGYIRAERNIENP
1CQD_model_default_chain_D GSCNISANHALTVVGYGTENDKDFWIVKNSWGKNWGESGYIRAERNIENP
PDBB_model_default_chain_D GSCNISANHALTVVGYGTENDKDFWIVKNSWGKNWGESGYIRAERNIENP
1CQD_model_default_chain_C GSCNISANHALTVVGYGTENDKDFWIVKNSWGKNWGESGYIRAERNIENP
1CQD_model_default_chain_B GSCNISANHALTVVGYGTENDKDFWIVKNSWGKNWGESGYIRAERNIENP
1CQD_model_default_chain_A GSCNISANHALTVVGYGTENDKDFWIVKNSWGKNWGESGYIRAERNIENP
******************************************************************
PDBB_model_default_chain_A DGKCGITRFASYPVKK
PDBB_model_default_chain_B      DGKCGITRFASYPVKK
PDBB_model_default_chain_C DGKCGITRFASYPVKK
1CQD_model_default_chain_D DGKCGITRFASYPVKK
PDBB_model_default_chain_D DGKCGITRFASYPVKK
1CQD_model_default_chain_C DGKCGITRFASYPVKK
1CQD_model_default_chain_B DGKCGITRFASYPVKK
1CQD_model_default_chain_A DGKCGITRFASYPVKK

Fig. 11 The Clustal-W file chains are identified by colors and show alignment matches between
1CQD (control file) and PDBB (minimized output)
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folding, and also the numbers of interactions needed to give a solution, leads to the
NP problem. Furthermore, the actual environmental conditions such as interaction
of protein in an aqueous environment increase the complexity of this challenge.

Fig. 12 The RMSD calculations for superposition of the 1CQD with the minimized model. The
RMSD considers local and global solutions for the Ca, the back bone and the heavy portion of the
atoms. The number of residues that were considered was 1,294

Fig. 13 RMSD per residue. The spikes show the difference between the original file and the
minimize file for 1CQD
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Based on our alternative approach, we were able to achieve accurate models for
known proteins based on PDB files or amino acid sequences. The alignments were
shown between the modeled and known structures via Clustal-W. The alignment
differences given by the standard deviation (RMSD) showed minimal differences.

To summarize, the peptide braid provided the mathematical foundation that
described the model and the three dimensional structure. The union arc-lengths for
the model were given by the dipole moment (plane) of the N–H and the C=O. The
differential geometry was used to create the algorithm for the projections in the
rotations of the angles and the surface of the structure.

The minimizer calculated complex structures based the interactions between
each of the 20 types of residues. This only gives 210 possible interactions and
includes the interactions between the solute with the sodium or other charged ions.
The residue interaction was obtained by assigning properties to the surface charges
and hydrophobicity.

For the examples considered, we used Clustal-W and STRAPS for the align-
ment and RMSD for the verification. The simulations assumed residue interactions
but ignored charges and sulfur bridges that are not systematic (all high by an eV or
two). To make the model more physiological, we added the solute component, and
assumed that the structure was formed in plain water with no ionic charge, and a
size of *1.8 Å. As an example, if we add a charged item to the solute, this did
influence charge attraction by shielding the charged residues. If the charged spe-
cies interacted at the site of hydrogen or other ions, the ionic size would alter the

Fig. 14 The RMSD calculations from the superposition of the 1AQP with the minimized model
for 929 residues
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protein size and additional terms would be required to account for this based on
species size. These changes can readily be accomplished within the software and
hence numerous further applications are possible.

One limitation that we encountered with our approach was an objective func-
tion that required readjustment when distances approached gapping in the protein
structure that were over 10 %. A solution for this would be to add the functionality
of AMBER software (Assistance Model Building with Energy Refinement) where
the energy for the distance is predicted and can therefore control or refine the
distance [16, 18, 59, 62]. The added approach does not consider the atoms, but
simply the distance, and can deal with large or small sequences.

6 Conclusion

We present a new model to solve three-dimensional modelling of proteins that can
create supra structures within tissues. By considering amino acid peptides as
beads, hydrogen bond distances, the surface and distance geometry as functional
components, and by focusing on folding, the Ab initio protocols can successfully
model complex proteins in three dimensions with minimal computational load.
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Appendix 1

NP
Suppose the bead involves d dihedral angles. Let /� ¼ /�1; . . .;/�n

� �
2 0; 360½ �d be

an optimal solution to the constrained optimization problem
(1.1) min

/2 0;360½ �d
vð/ : / is arotation about the bond iÞf g

Then there is a maximal number n [ 0.
(1.2) The pn hard problem of an exhaustive search over the angles

0�/1
i \ � � �\/P

i � 360 to find an approximate optimizer / to /� may be possible
for a modern computer.

(1.3) There is exactly one solution to (4) in /i � p;/i þ p
�� �� which would be /�

and can be approximated using a given constrained optimization algorithm (B 1).
The convergence ball for the constrained optimization algorithm provides a

candidate for p in the proposition. Using this proposition, we can obtain an
acceptable initial condition for a constrained optimization algorithm.
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Appendix 2

Boundary Determination to Prevent Overlap
A path is a one-dimensional sub-manifold M of R3, so that, for any point x 2 M
there is a local parameterization near x. Ck k� 2ð Þ denotes the curvature of the path
and D denotes the coordinates identifying the path. The output of each iteration is
a set of coordinates in three dimensions, D ¼ x1; x2; . . .; xnð Þ identifying a path.
We denote by length bond is the polygonal arc around the path (Fig. 15). The
curvature Ck and the arc-length are non-regular. Let x ¼ x(t), with a� t� b and
consider a partition [15]:

a ¼ t0\t1\ � � �\tn ¼ b, of an interval (a, b).
The sequence (a, b) are the boundaries of a single coil) gives an approximation

to the polygon arc C. As illustrated the length between two points (a, b), where D
are segments of arc-length given by:

kðD) ¼
Xn

j¼1

Dj ¼
Xn

i¼1

xi � xi�1k k ¼
Xn

i¼1

x tið Þ � x ti�1ð Þk k ð2:1Þ

The arc-length can be bounded from above and from below. The upper bound is
given by:

qþ K;Dð Þ¼ 1
k Dð Þ

X
K�Djð Þ\D6¼;

k K � Dj

� �
ð2:2Þ

And the lower bound is:

q� K;Dð Þ ¼ 1
k Dð Þ

X
K�Djð Þ	D

k K � Dj

� �
ð2:3Þ

where qþðK,D) is the ratio of the total measure of the set in the system K (is the
volume minimization) so that the transformation � (projection) of the segments
and the curve C give the lower and the upper bound a,bð Þ.

b ¼ qþ ¼ lim
k Dð Þ!1

sup qþ K;Dð Þ ¼ lim
k!1

Supq þ
k Dð Þ� k

K;Dð Þ ð2:4Þ

a ¼ q� ¼ lim
k Dð Þ!1

inf q� K;Dð Þ ¼ lim
k!1

inf
k Dð Þ� k

q� K;Dð Þ ð2:5Þ

b
a

)( 1itx)( itx

Fig. 15 The sequence [ a; bð Þ is length of a single coil] gives an approximation to the polygon arc
P; the length between two points (a, b), where D is segments of arc-length
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Hence the boundaries of C are given in (2.4) and in (2.5).

Appendix 3

The geometry structure of the protein is defined by a braid (see B 2 for a
description of a chain as a collection of beads forming a braid). The jth molecule
of the chain is fitted to a conveniently shaped open bead Sj (see B 3) with is 0
center located at the center of the bead and the radius ri has size such that the ith
bead does not overlap with the jth bead when i 6¼ j:

The radii in Fig. 16 ri are chosen so that the intersection of the closure of any

two beads Si

�
and Sj

�
is a single point pij; (see B 3). The point pij; is the origin of a

right and a left vector viR; vjL. In this process it is important to translate (projec-
tion) and rotate these vectors. The mathematics of this construction justifies
geometry of the bead construction.

Appendix 4

With our model of collagen in mind, we next introduced the concept of the braid
group. The braid was defined as the union of the backbones creating a string
representing the amino acids. The collagen has three strands (as a group) or coils
and each strand has a back bone, represented as the union of all points x (ti - 1, ti)
that are generated:

Bonds ¼ [
N

n¼1
x ti� 1; tið Þf g ð4:1Þ

A braid is a collection of beads for which two operators �;¼ð Þ can be defined. The
bead in the collection can be projected using least of the squares. Let B denote this
collection of beads, so B ¼ braidsð Þ, and B,�ð Þ is a group. We are checking the
segments of the radius of bead of a single braid. The enclosed volume shrinks
driven by minimization and through the homoeopathy is guaranty [2] (see B 5).
We are modelling three coils, and their geometrical configuration has an equiva-
lence class denoted by ri and r�1

i . A braid is equivalent and it is called isotope if
the three coils cannot pass each other or themselves without intersecting [8]
Fig. 17.

ijp

jLviRv

iS jS

Fig. 16 The radii are chosen
so that the intersection of the

closure of any two beads Si

�

and Sj

�
is a single point pij;.

The point pij; is the origin of
a right and a left vector
viR; vjL
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ririþ1ri ¼ riþ1ririþ1 if 1� i� n� 2 [1]

Appendix 5

The distances of the projection to P is given by b� rk k, where v x� pð Þ ¼ 0

and by Pythagorean gives us that b2 ¼ c2 � a2, where, a2 ¼ b
bk k2

 Q� Pð Þ

			 			2

2
,

c2 ¼ Q� Pk k2
2 or b Q�Pð Þ2

vk k2
shown in Fig. 18a.

B 1
Let /

�
the solution to /� ¼ /�1; . . .;/�n

� �
2 0; 360½ �d and d dihedral angle,

/�n ¼
P� ! N, 1� n� k; Let q, r be polynomial such /�n Ið Þ� q Ij jð Þ, where I is

Fig. 17 A braid is
equivalent and it is called
isotope if the three coils
cannot pass each other or
themselves without
intersecting

2
l

r
b −

Q

P

p

0xrS

(a) (b)Fig. 18 The projection of
the rotation of the rotation
angles. The enclosed volume
shrinks by the minimization
and via homoeopathy which
is guaranteed
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the instance of the angle in our problem. Then test instance construction system for
all the angles of our problem TICAð Þ, then P ¼ NP.

Conversion We know that /� ¼ /�1; . . .;/�n
� �

2 0; 360½ �d is the optimal solu-
tion, where d dihedral angles then d ¼ 1

2 min
/2 0;360½ �d

vð/ : / is arotation aboutf

the bond iÞg n is the maximum number of angles, n [ 0 and d[ 0. Let 2 [ 0 be
given. Where /� is continuous, there is a point p 2 /�, /� � 1

2 / pð Þ where

implies /i � p;/i þ p
�� ��\ 2 and v pð Þ� 1

2 / pð Þ, we have /i � p;
��

/i þ pj �/� þ v pð Þj j\dþ 1
2 / pð Þ\ 2

Uniqueness using the existence and uniqueness theorem, we know that /� is
continuous, in the interval /i � p;/i þ p

�� �� then converges.

B 2
D is said to be covering itself if

S
j

Dj � D and each elements of at least one of D

belongs to dj. The system Dj is packing if Di \ Dj ¼ ;ði 6¼ j),
S
j

Dj � D

If two sets D1;D2; . . . have the same elements in common then each element
D1;D2; . . . belong to D:

B 3
Each segment can be treated as open beads, as such the coordinates belong to a set
X and for any point p 	 Dj and d ¼ Dj where the measure is positive.

So, the definition of the bead is:

D ¼ x:d(p,x)\df g

B 4
Let A and B be a disjoint convex set in a convex space, then

A ¼ x: x� Dið Þ2\ri

n o
and B ¼ x: x� Dj

� �2\rj

n o
, the distance is given by:

dis(Di;DjÞ ¼ ri þ rj. The closure of B is given by B ¼ x: x� Dj

� �2� rj

n o
then

A \ B ¼ ;.
A is an open set by construction. A & B are the convex hull, also by con-

struction, and then:
9l(x) ¼ a if
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x 2 A l(x)� a

x 2 B l(x)� a

where a is

vj ¼ a� Dj

� �2

vi ¼ ða� DiÞ2

where

Di ¼ dist a� vRið Þ and Dj ¼ dist a� vLj

� �

B 5
Let x 2 S r,x0ð Þ, S 2 <n and x0 6¼ 0 i.e. pðx) ¼ x0 þ r x

xk k (Fig. 18b) then; r ¼

p� x0k k ¼ x0 � r x
xk k � x0

			 			 ¼ r
xk k xk k ¼ r hence p 2 S r,x0ð Þ [2].
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